
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

African Americans: 

Ida Wells: 
Anti-lynching campaigner, teacher, she sued a train 
company for a conductor telling her she couldn’t sit in 
a carriage for which she had a ticket. She became a 
founding member of the NAACP (National Association 
for the Advancement of Coloured People).  

Economic Changes: 
 Collapse in demand for cotton had led the 

south to try and set up steel and iron 
industries. By 1900 the southern economy 
was half that of the north. African Americans 
were free but were often trapped in low paid 
jobs. 

 Benjamin Singleton started encouraging ex-
slaves to move West and claim land promised 
in the Homestead Act – the people who 
followed him to Kansas became known as the 
Exodusters. By 1880, Kansas had 15,000 
African American citizens.  

 Many African Americans left the south to find 
work in the northern industrial cities however 
this wasn’t easy. Even if a black workers was 
more qualified and had better skills than a 
white worker due to racism, the white worker 
would get employed. 

 African Americans were also used to break up 
strikes which caused tension between black 
and white workers.  

 Booker T Washington set up a school for black 
students. Boys were taught farming and girls 
how to be good servants. Some criticized 
Washington for preparing African Americans 
for menial jobs. 

 1900 Washington established the Negro 
Business League to help support small black 
businesses.  

 By 1900, America has thousands of African 
American teachers and hundreds of doctors 
and lawyers.  

Making of America 
How did the lives of Americans change 1877-1900? 

 
African Americans: 

Social Changes: 
  Jim Crow Laws: segregation laws to keep black and white Americans separate on trains, in theatres and in 

restaurants. White schools also received 10 times more funding than black schools and in 1896 the Supreme 
Court agreed that the Jim Crow Laws were legal despite the 14th Amendment.  

 Black Churches: By 1900 there were 26 black bishops. Black churches helped to give African Americans a sense of 
identity and community. 

 Living Conditions: In the South the amount of land owned by African Americans tripled between 1877 and 1900. 
However, many families continued to live in poor quality housing. Racist landlords made accommodation poor 
and black migrants tended to group together in these areas.  

 Academics and artists: between 1865 and 1893 over 100 major books and 206 journal articles were published by 
black authors. William DuBois had degrees from Harvard and Berlin University and was a history and economics 
lecturer at Atlanta University.  

African Americans: 

Political Changes: 
  The Redeemers: governments in the South which were dominated by ex-slave holders were known as Redeemer 

governments. They were named this as they saw themselves as redeeming (saving) the South after the abolition 
of slavery. These governments introduced laws which limited the rights of African Americans for example literacy 
tests which people had to pass to be able to vote, as many African Americans were illiterate they were unable to 
do so.  

 The KKK: by the 1890s the Klan had secretly reformed. They argued that the South should have won the ACW and 
saw themselves as a group who could continue the fight. Their racism remained powerful in the South.  

 Constitutional Changes: Due to the 13th, 14th and 15th amendments citizens such as Ida Wells could continue to 
campaign for equality. Civil Rights campaigners forced to get laws changed by using the power the amendments 
had given them. 

 Lynching: After 1870 many black men were at risk of being lynched in the South. Ida Wells claimed African 
Americans could be lynched for striking a white man, talking disrespectfully or simply for being too wealthy in the 
eyes of white Americans. Victims were often tortured before they were murdered. Bones broken, skin burnt and 
bodies cut. Hardly any culprits were arrested or brought to trial.  

Quick Reminder:  
13th Amendment: Abolition of Slavery; 14th Amendment: African Americans became Citizens; 15th Amendment: African 
Americans are allowed to vote. 
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 Natives: The Destruction of the Buffalo: 

 Buffalo hunters used the railroads to reach the West. Killing a single buffalo made a hunter between $3 and $20 for a 25 cent cartridge.  
 Not uncommon for a buffalo hunter to kill over a hundred buffalo per day. 
 By 1880, 16 million kilos of buffalo bones had been sent East to be used as fertiliser.  

Natives: Reservations: 
 What caused them to be moved to reservations? Military defeat after the Indians caused many Natives to be pushed onto reservations as did ranchers fencing in their land – without grass 

the Pueblo herd died out; homesteaders fencing in water supplies stopping Indians being able to roam freely on their horses; big factories paying people to pick wild foods such as berries and 
can them which removed useable food supplies from the Plains.  

 Why did the government want Natives on reservations? Reservations split up the tribes on the Plains – the Sioux were divided onto 5 major reservations to prevent them uniting.  
 What did the government hope to achieve with reservations? That Natives would become farmers. Hunting outside of the reservations was banned and Indians were encouraged to plant 

squash and corn to survive. Due to the harsh Plains conditions many crops failed, therefore many Natives relied on beef rations from the government which were poor in quality.  
Natives: Friends of the Indian: 

 What did the Friends of the Indian do? They helped root out and remove corrupt agents who took government money but did not supply reservation Indians with enough food or provide 

medical care. They set up more off-reservation boarding schools so that the Indian children could ‘escape’ their roots. In 1889, Susan La Flesche Picotte graduated from one of these schools 

and became the first female Indian doctor in the USA. In 1887, they persuaded the Government to pass the Dawes Act. This offered individual Indians 160 acres of land and full US citizenship. 

In return, they had to give up their right to hold land as part of a tribe. 

 Why were the Friends of the Indian not a positive force for the Natives? The Dawes Act meant that Indian tribes lost millions of acres of land which they owned as a group when they 

swapped it for 160 acres individually. In 1889, the government offered land given up by such individuals for sale. In a single day 1.9 million acres of land in Indian Territory were sold to 

homesteaders and land speculators in what became known as the Oklahoma Land Rush. By 1900, nearly two-thirds of the land Indians had held in 1877 had been taken. 

 
Big Business: 
Key word - Corporation – larger than a traditional business and run by a president and shareholders rather than a single person or family. By 1850 there were c.5000 manufacturing firms in the USA, 
by 1900 they had been absorbed by just 334 corporations. 
Carnegie:  1901 established the United States Steel Corporation worth over $1 billion, became a philanthropist in later years. In 1892 a dispute over pay led to a strike – violence led to the deaths of 7 
striking steel workers and 3 security officers. Eventually the company defeated the strikers by bringing in non-union immigrant workers but Carnegie’s reputation was damaged. 
Business types: Cotton Mills – led to prices of cotton going down and Tobacco factories – low skilled and poorly paid work; fossil fuels and mineral extraction – copper, tin, lead and silver 
discovered, in Montana $1m of silver being extracted per month – ecological damage; mining dangerous; Bonanza Farms and cattle ranches –average size was 10,000 acres and 250 workers were 
employed – led to beef prices decreasing and bonanza farms putting small farmers out of business, they also used up water supplies and forced many Natives onto reservations.  

Natives: Ghost Dance: 

Belief that if the Natives danced for long enough there would be a return of the 

buffalo and white Americans would be swept from the Plains. At Wounded Knee 

250 men, women and child ghost dancers were killed.  

Cities: 
 In 1870 there were just 14 cities with populations over 100,000 by 1900 there were 38.  
 Positive impacts of cities: Invention of the elevator and skyscrapers allowed taller buildings to be developed, more demand for iron, steel, coal and copper which led to more jobs in 

construction, manufacturing and transport; theatres, public parks; 70% of children in school by 1900; women demanding the vote.  
 Negative impacts of cities: overcrowding in apartments, little privacy, in one Chicago neighbourhood nearly 60% of babies died before their first birthday.  

Mass Migration: 
 When the economy began to recover in the 1880s there was a surge in migration. In the 1890s 600,000 migrants came from Italy alone. Ellis Island Immigration Centre was set up to 

medically check migrants as they entered the USA – 10% were too ill to enter and went into hospitals on the island.  
 Anti-immigration violence: many immigrants were offered jobs due to employers being able to give them lower wages; Prejudice: Due to differing beliefs, many immigrants such as Jews 

faced violence. American Protective Association was set up to ‘protect’ against immigrants. Anti-Chinese movements: 1882 Exclusion Act limited numbers of Chinese immigrants to the USA.  


